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from the EDITOR

Certainties and a shrunken LOONIE
In a few weeks, on November 5, the Woodworking Machinery & Supply
Expo opens in Toronto. Right after that, FABTECH opens at Chicago’s
McCormick Place, on November 9. The week after, the CASF Technical
Forum on November 18 is another Toronto date to watch.

The booth space is booked, people are buying airline tickets and shop-
ping for last-minute deals on hotel rooms. Everyone going to Toronto or
Chicago is ordering extra business cards. In other words, like Christmas,
these events are certainties.

Not so the rest of business life in Canada, as autumn sets in. Other eco-
nomic essentials are up in the air.

Who’ll be running the country for the next while? At press-time, the
three main contenders in the election were neck-and-neck, and the prob-
ability of a coalition was being whispered by the late September wind.
Nobody could make a solid call, and it was time to hedge some bets.

And the loonie? It was doing poorly, and then it got worse, and briefly
dropped under 75 US cents. It was enough to make us feel faintly ashamed
every time we pulled out our debit cards at the supermarket. Not to men-
tion worried about whether there could be a repeat of hitting the 63-cent
level that happened in the early 2000s.

A low Canadian dollar is always a two-edged sword. It makes our
exports more attractive to the US market, which helps some poorly per-
forming manufacturers get a break. This also means smaller firms might
be able to break into markets that were previously sewn up tight.

But then the dollar starts to climb again, and any structural problems
in the companies that have not been fixed when the cashflow was there,
simply come back again to haunt the bad dreams of the management. Fast

cash doesn’t change weak business fundamentals.
Then again, a lot of raw materials are sourced from the US, and have

to be bought at a premium. This time, despite historically low oil prices,
materials derived from petrochemicals have not necessarily seen their
sticker prices drop, and for paint and coatings manufacturers that’s no
comfort at all.

Canada’s second-quarter return to recession was a technical one, in
the sense that only falling oil prices, which mostly hurt Alberta, have been
causing it. The rest of the economy isn’t doing wonderfully, but it’s holding
its own. But business confidence is a complex animal, and it won’t run
properly when one foot is lame.

Now, if I had the answer to the problem I’d probably be sitting on my
yacht someplace, not writing for CFCM. But I don’t, and my yacht is as like-
ly a prospect as any of the Canadian political leaders winning an outright
parliamentary majority.

That said, each of the big fall show events is worth visiting precisely
because they remind us of what industry can be about. All that new equip-
ment, and all the new bells, whistles and Android phone-connected con-
trols, can really make a difference.

And if you’re not sure about buying anything new right now, it’s impor-
tant to see what’s on offer. Because if your business confidence level isn’t
that high, some competitor’s will be strong enough to place an order for it. 

And that, you can be certain about.

Edward Mason
edward.mason@cfcm.ca

CFCM editor Edward Mason (right) with Manny Pereira of
Skyjack. See cover story on page 18.
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Almost anywhere in the world, you can find
plants using Skyjack scissor lifts. And at a time
when primary manufacturing in this country has
been diminished, it’s still a Canadian quality
brand that does all its production here, at two
plants in Guelph, ON.

The company, today a part of Linamar Corp.,
is celebrating its 30th anniversary this year.
While the change wasn’t planned with this mile-
stone in mind, it has recently installed a new
powder coating line for metal components.

“We use powder because it has the durabil-
ity and weatherability our lifts need,” says
Manny Pereira, who supervises paint process-

es in the two neighboring plants that Skyjack
has in Guelph. “We’ve had a split-line 2K pow-
der system before, so we’re familiar with the
benefits. But for this line, we’ve switched to a
1K acrylic powder.

For a number of years, Skyjack has main-
tained a strong business relationship with
Valspar Corp. as its powder supplier. The new
Valspar product, Valde EFC (for Extreme Flex
Cure), offers significant savings in use of natural
gas for heating, as well as simplifying the
process overall.

It can be cured at very low temperatures
(275 deg. F or less) or cured very quickly at

higher temperatures (400 deg. F or higher)
while delivering the same coating character-
istics as a standard-cure, super-durable pow-
der coating.

Skyjack makes around 90 percent of its
metal components itself, with outside suppli-
ers handling specialty components, or less
common types of custom parts. The standard
colors used are grey and orange, but some
customers ask for their own corporate color
scheme. As a result, quick color change was
one of the features Pereira and his team were
interested in adopting.

“We looked at quite a few installations,” he

Industrial finishing: SKYJACK CASE STUDY

SKYJACK
reaches upwards with new powder line

Inspection
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says, “and we finally decided we liked a Gema
OptiCenter system. There are a number of fea-
tures on this we liked, but a key one was the
control panel, which has been simplified so that
everything is easy to read.

“We have 16 guns on the system, and it tells
us at a glance which recipes you’re using, and
which guns are on. Loading is automatic so
that we never have to handle the powder man-
ually during production, and there’s a vibrat-
ing feature on the wands so that the powder
remains loose.”

A further selling point was the powder recla-
mation system. This retrieves waste powder

through a system of pinholes, so that more than
90 percent of what isn’t applied directly to the
substrate can be recaptured. The result is that
the booth stays clean while, of course, powder
usage is reduced.

There is bank of eight IR units in the cur-

ing system, four per side. A three-zoned con-
vection oven follows that. The IR system cures
the thicker substrates, the convection system
the thinner ones.

“Because it’s all recipe-controlled,” Pereira
says “the IR emitters aren’t on when you don’t
need them.”

Freshly powder-coated platforms.

Manny Pereira , Skyjack and Edward Mason, CFCM.

OptiSpray AP01 with SIT (Smart Inline Technology)

We control the cloud
with the right path and the right output

- Unique inline single-chamber design
- Remarkable powder savings
- Stable and repeatable powder delivery
- Immediate responsiveness of powder output
- Fully-automated color change
- Superior control for optimum powder cloud

www.gemapowdercoating.com
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Equipment Supplier to the Coating Industry
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Vancouver, BC • 888-882-4657

www.ececanada • get.help@ececanada.com

One function he and his team looked at was
the time it took to perform a color change with
a one-booth system. They then translated this
number into a calculation of actual line-speed. 

“It made us decide to go to side-by-side
booths,” he says, “so we never have to stop
painting. We can do more using one color while
we are changing the other.

“We’re able to run the different parts of a
machine as it is built, one bar grey and one bar
orange. They might not come out of the bake
oven at the same time, but they can be painted
at the same time.”

The pretreatment system was supplied by
DuBois Chemicals Inc., and uses Duratec, the
company’s proprietary non-phosphate process.
An existing pretreatment washer was extended
for the new line, Ventcor Systems (Concord,
ON) designing the extension. Ventcor also con-
sulted on and designed the convection oven
configuration.

The line was, as of late September, still being
completed and fine-tuned. However, as the pho-
tos in this story show, it’s already in production,
and showing its value.

Skyjack is not giving out a dollar figure for
this substantial upgrade. Pereira will only
describe it as ‘a substantial investment.’

“We are in growth mode, though,” he says.
“We’ve come a long way since the depths of the
2008 downturn. And this line will help us stay
on top in this marketplace.” ■

Railings entering spray booth.

Ray Lewis, Skyjack and David Barlow, Valspar.




